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TACTICS AND THE LANDSCAPE.



There is perhaps no greater difficulty

facing the young soldier be he cadet,

junior N.C.O., or junior officer, working

up for examinations, than the mastering

of the art of Map Reading and Visualisa-

tion of Landscape from Maps. This

book should prove a boon to all who
have to study this subject in conjunction

with tactics. The Author has been

happy in obtaining the services of a

famous Scottish artist, M. M. Williams,

to execute a series of landscape sketches

to illustrate the lessons inculcated by
the book, the title of which, "Tactics

and the Landscape," aptly describes

its scope, and he has taken a section of

an Ordnance Map and describes in

detail the advance of a battalion covered

by advanced guards, touch with the

enemy, the development of the action,

the counter attack, the setting of out-

posts at night after the action and the

work of patrols, the whole being dealt

with from the point of view of defenders

as well as attackers, at various stages

of operations, and illustrated by the

excellent series of landscape sketches.

This method of dealing with the subject

is unique and will certainly rivet the

attention of students with beneficial

results.—Military Mail.
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FOREWORD

To a great many candidates in tactical examinations

where the work is entirely theoretical and only a

map is given, the visualisation of the landscape is

an insuperable difficulty.

To them the answering of any tactical question is

ibut a " shot in the dark," and their chances of com-

peting with those who can see the country in their

mind's eye are but small.

The following elementary tactical problems have

all been worked out with the aid of the correspond-

ing landscape sketches, on the principle that a few

examples are of more value than a book full of

words.

I am convinced by personal experience that a

careful study of the map and these sketches will

show those to whom the reading of a map has been

a. " sealed book " that it is not so difficult as they

supposed to answer the question, " What could I see

from here ?

"

It is because we do not, or cannot, reahse the

answers to the questions, " What could I see from

here ? " and " What could the enemy see from

there ?
" that so much nonsense is written in tactical

examinations.

T. B. F.

Edinburgh.

June, 1914.
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Tactics and the Landscape

CHAPTER I.

THE ADVANCED GUARD MARCHES ON
WELLS.

The Battalion to which you belong and a Battery, R.F.A., have
made a forced march to Dunmayne to prevent it falling into

the enemy's hands.

You arrived there on the evening of June 1, and went into billets.

At 1 p.m., June 2, your Battalion Commander orders the

Battalion to be paraded at once, and calls for Company
Officers.

He tells them that the enemy is in some force at Wells, and that

some detached companies of your own troops are in danger of

being cut off. He finishes by saying, " I intend to march
at once on Wells. ' A ' Company—your company—will form

the advanced guard. The main body will pass Dunmayne
Cross Roads at 1.45 p.m. I am sending a few cyclists for-

ward to get into touch with our men retreating from Wells.

I shall be at the head of the main body."

Give the dispositions of your advanced guard moving up Dun-
mayne Hill. (See Plate I.)

It is now 1.10 p.m., and you have thirty -five

minutes in which to get out your advanced guard

such a distance ahead as will be sufficient protection

to the battalion when it passes the cross roads at

1.45 p.m.
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For a moment you will study the map, and this

is what you will see.

A straight road—that will please the connecting

files; no side roads—that will save having to

continually weaken the advanced guard by leaving

patrols to block them ; a thickly wooded ridge—

a

thorn in one's side when in a hurry; a country of

small fields, dotted here and there with trees—

a

fairly easy country for flankers.

This much we can get off the map, and as you

study it there runs in your head the refrain,

" Hurry, hurr}% hurry, for you have only half an

hour left,"

But if you have been brought up properly there

wall be one more thing for you to see before you

tell off your advanced guard.

As you gaze at the map, the landscape should

develop as the image on a photographic plate

develops in the developing dish, and you should see

the view given in Plate I.

The landscape reveals the secret, and in a flash

you know the answer to the question, " How will

you dispose your advanced guard ?
"

The left flank must be left unguarded, since no

flanker could move fast enough to keep pace with

you at the rate you must go. On the road the point

and vanguard must be well ahead, for there is a

clear view for a good mile. On the right the

flankers can push well out and still keep in touch

with you.
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You will probably dispose your company some-

what as follows :
—
r Subaltern.

Point. -! Sergeant and 12 men.

[ Three pairs of flankers.

400 yards. Two connecting files from point.

f Company commander.
Vanguard. \ ^ ^ ;.

{ One section.

800 yards. Three pairs of connecting files

from main guard.

,jr r^ I
Subaltern.

Main Guard. \ ^^ ..

[ Half company.

600 yards. Two or three pairs of connecting

files from main guard.

-, p f
Colonel.

\ Rest of battalion.

One section is completely used up in supplying

men for the point and the connecting files. The

point itself is strong, and under the command of a

subaltern, as the ground changes its nature very

shortly, and more flankers will have to be sent out.

You yourself march with the vanguard to be well

to the front if anything happens, and to be ready

to make the best possible dispositions for the main

guard as it comes up.

Possibly you have one of the battalion cyclists

attached to you, but in any case you should be

able to send news very expeditiously up and down

your line of connecting files.
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The distances are, of course, only approximate,

and may well be subject to alteration as the nature

of the country changes. The point should easily

be able to get the required 1,800 yards ahead of

the main body, even allowing a few minutes for

sending out the flankers on the right.
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TACTICS AND THE LANDSCAPE

Ae subaltern in command of the point, what alterations will you

make to your dispositions when the woods end on your left,

and you come into view of Mayne Top as you cross Dunmayne
Flat? Will any further alterations be necessary as you

descend Ralston Down? (Plates II., III., and IV.)

You have, of course, realised long ago that some

alterations in your dispositions will be necessary

when you reach the top of the hill. Your mind,

aided by the map, has conjured up a landscape very

different from the one before you as you climb the

hill.

Away to the left, in a country which is almost

open and practically bare of trees, stands the some-

what imposing knoll of Mayne Top. It is too close

to the road to be left unguarded, for a few resolute

men could make things very awkward if they were

ensconced on the top. Ahead the road runs

between ever dwindling hedges through an avenue

of elm trees, while on the right the small fields are

giving way to large, the hedges are gradually being

replaced by post and rail fences, and the trees are

disappearing.

What is to be done? Are you to hold Mayne
Top or no ? You decide it is your business to hold

it, and long before you reach the end of the wood a

party of a non-commissioned officer and three men

have pushed ahead with orders to hold Mayne Top

tmtil the main body has passed, and then to join
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the rear guard. Your company commander sees

this party doubling ahead, and sends you four men
to replace them, for he, too, has been visualising the

landscape, and knows you will need them very

shortly.

Let us digress for a moment, and follow the move-

ments of this patrol.

Sergeant " X," who is in command, has, of course,

not seen your map, and the very existence of Mayne

Top is possibly quite unknown to him. A few

words of explanation will therefore be necessary,

iand you will probably give him instructions some-

thing as follows :
—

" When you get to the top of the hill, you will find

that the woods end on your left, and a knoll about

half a mile on the left of the road comes into view.

You will take three men with you, and will hold the

knoll until the main body has passed, when you

will join the rear guard. Keep in communication

with me by signal, and let me know at once of any-

thing important."

The sergeant takes his three men and starts up

the hill at a steady trot. As soon as he has left

the point he has no one between his patrol and

the enemy, so he forms it anew into advanced guard

formation—the leading man about 100 yards ahead

as a new point, himself and one man as a new main

guard, the fourth man about 100 yards behind to

have some chance of escaping to tell the tale if the

patrol should fall into an ambush.
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When the leader reaches the corner of the wood,

he peers round, and seeing nothing suspicious he

hops over the wall and makes his way under cover

of the trees just inside the wood to a point on the

wood's edge nearest Mayne Top. The sergeant and

the man with him follow, but the last man does

not go inside the wood, but waits at the corner

and watches the patrol issue from the cover of the

wood and begin to advance across the open towards

the knoll.

Moving rapidly under cover of the hedgerow the

leading man soon reaches the knoll, and creeping

up to the ridge scans the country on the far side;

then he shps back behind the crest, and signals,

" All right ; no enemy in sight " to the watcher at

the wood corner.

By this time you and your point are close upon

him; he passes the message on to you, and then

follows after his companions. The point reaches

the end of the wood, and swings by into the avenue,

secure at least on its left flank.

Once clear of the avenue you approach a land of

wide view; until, as you descend Ralston Down,

it is common land you pass over, vnth the red roofs

of the cottages in Ralston village showing up

gaily against the dark green of the ridge behind.

As the country opens out you increase the num-

ber of your flankers and push them well ahead and

to the flanks, until they form a fan-shaped screen

stretching from the village of Ralston to the spur
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that runs down from Mayne Top. You have just

passed the cross roads to Ralston, when shots ring

out on the wooded ridge ahead, and a cyclist dashes

down the hill. He shouts something to your leading

pair on the road as he passes, and immediately they

start running up the slope.

" About a dozen of the enemy are trying to get

the ridge," he tells you.

Telling him to ride on and tell the Captain, you

start with what men you have to run up the hill.

Gradually the whole fan of the point takes up the

race, and throw- s itself on the ridge with a will.

Firing is quite heavy by the time you reach the

top, but you have won with a few minutes to spare

;

the enemy are caught, and have to retire with some

slight loss in the direction of the farm house and

Three Hill Ridge.
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CHAPTER II.

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE ATTACK.

As Officer Commanding advanced guard you have now got the

whole of your vanguard on Ralston Ridge. From the cyclist's

news and the fact of the enemy's retirement you gather that

it is only the enemy's advanced cyclists that you have en-

countered. Explain fully your plans, and how you will dis-

pose you mainguard which is just arriving. (Plate V.)

Needless to say you have already realized that

Three Hill Ridge, which is in the hands of the

enemy, is an infinitely better position than Rals-

ton Ridge. It looks it on the map, and the view

you have had of it from the front edge of the wood
only bears out what the map says.

Moreover, it is to all appearances only weakly

held at present, though the enemy may naturally

be expecting reinforcements at any moment.

As the main guard comes up you hastily review

the enemy's probable plans. He is bent on scup-

pering your detached companies at WeUs, and

having heard of your battalion's effort to extricate

them from their difficulty, he has opposed your

advance ^vith as many troops as he can spare,

hoping thereby to at least delay you sufficiently

to enable him to carry out his purpose.

b2
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He may not be able to spare many, but he has

the advantage of operating in more open country

than you, and his rapidly advancing troops can

be got into action more rapidly than your own
battalion. It is essential for you not only to make
good as much ground as you can before you are

held up, but also to seize a position which you can

hold long enough to give your colonel freedom of

manoeuvre behind you. Your extreme flankers

have by this time signalled to you that the farm

and stackyard is still held by a few of the enemy,

and these must obviously be dislodged before you

can start your attack on Three Hill Ridge.

Leaving the subaltern in command of the half

company already in position on Ralston Ridge with

orders to cover by fire the attack on the fa.rm, you

yourself lead the main guard under cover of the

ridge to a point about 500 yards S.E. of the farm,

where the wood on the hillside runs down the front

slope.

There you halt the half company, and calUng the

subaltern and section commanders to follow you,

you make your way to the front edge of the wood,

and there in view of the ground you issue the fol-

lowing orders :
—

" The enemy are holding the ridge of three hills

in front, and a few of them are still at the farm

just in front in the hollow. Number 3 section

will attack the farmhouse and outbuildings on its

left. Number 4 will make good the stackyard on
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TACTICS AND THE LANDSCAPE 13

the right. You will be under rifle fire from the

farm and from the ridge behind, but not under

artillery fire. When you have driven the enemy
out of the farm, you will reorganise your sections

and wait for me ; I shall be with the half company
on this ridge. The range of the farm is 500

yards."

You wait long enough to see the sections ex-

tended behind the wood and started on the attack.

Rushing alternately, covered by the fire of the other,

they reach the first hedgerow. The enemy's fire

from Three Hill Eidge is having little effect, and

there is no sign at present of artillery. Then you

return to the half-company on Ralston Ridge. By
the time you get there the farm is yours, and a dozen

of the enemy are scrambling over the fields towards

their friends on Three Hill Ridge. So you lead

the half-company in extended order down to the

farm.

About now you hear from your left flanker that

Saddle Back is not held by the enemy, so you decide

that your next objective is the left hand of the tliree

hills of Three Hill Ridge. Once this is in your

hands the enemy will be in danger of having their

retreat cut off, and in consequence they are hardly

likely to make a very protracted resistance.
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CHAPTER III.

THE ATTACK ON THREE HILL RIDGE.

The Battalion has now arrived on Ralston Ridge in time to see

the advanced guard move out from the farm to the attack

on Three Ridge Hill. Soon after a message reaches the
Battalion Commander from the Advanced Guard asking that

covering fire may be directed against Hill "C" of Three
Hill Ridge.

You are ordered to take your Company down to The Farm, and
from there to the Knoll D, about 400 yards N.E. of it.

As you move out from cover on Ralston Ridge the enemy's artillery

open fire from North Ridge, and a shrapnel bursts just in

front of your company.

How do you move your company to the Knoll? (Plate V.)

You are probably leaving the cover of the trees

on Ralston Ridge in extended order, and the ques-

tion arises whether you should continue in this

formation, or should change it for one more suitable

against artillery fire.

Two considerations should influence you in

making up your mind, the nearness of the opposing

infantry, and the consequent effectiveness of their

fire—and the probability that the artiller}- is not

firing at you, but at the front edge of the wood you

have just left. The map will show you that cover

from rifle fire will not be obtained until you have

almost reached the farm, while Three Hill Ridge
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will screen you from the artillery as soon as you get

a short distance down the slope. To verify this you
have only to look at Plates V. and IX. ; the former

impresses on you clearly how much more important

is the enemy's rifle fire from Three Hill Ridge, and
how soon you will be screened from their artillery

fire; the latter—which is the landscape from the

point of view of the enemy's artillery—shows how un-

likely it is that they could be firing at anything but

the front edge of the wood on Ealston Ridge, seeing

that Three Hill Ridge hides from them practically

the whole of the slope down to the farm, of the very

existence of which they must be in ignorance. So

you make no alteration in your formation as far

as the farm.

Once there the next movement has to be made
under very different conditions. A movement to

a flank under effective rifle fire is always dangerous,

and every possible formation is open to some ob-

jection ; to take the company from the farm to " D "

in one body would give much too tempting a target

to the enemy; extended order gives the enemy a

chance of enfilade fire ; a long string of men in file

or fours is sure to give the show away, besides being

a very good target.

Moreover, speed is essential; so a formation

which combines speed, invulnerability, and as poor

a target as possible to the enemy has to be sought.

So you may decide to move in two half-companies

each half-company extended to a small interval, the
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men forming an elongated swarm rather than a

long line, the second half-company to follow about

200 yards behind the first over different ground if

possible.

Or if you think this entails loss of control, the

company can be taken across in sections in fours,

at, say, 100 paces interval. Each section might, if

necessary, open out its files to 10 or 20 paces

interval, according to circumstances, each file leader

leading his own file.

If the enemy succeed in opening very effective fire

on you, it is possible that you will have to complete

your movement at the double; but you may well

hope that they ^\ill be so engrossed upon the move-

ments of the attacking firing line that your leading

half-company may get across in quick time without

great loss. At any rate, no fire should be opened

by either half-company, for not only would it be

almost impossible to fire to a flank without chang-

ing your formation, but also the effect of su h fire

would not compensate for the delay and the con-

sequent losses to your own men.
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In anticipation of reinforcing the firing line, which has now
reached the last hedge at the foot of Hill " A " of Three Hill
Ridge, the Battalion Commander has moved your company
down to the farm, where you wait for the order to reinforce.

What orders would you be giving while you are waiting so that
you could carry out the reinforcing of the firing line at once
on receiving the order, and how would the reinforcing line

move forward? (Plate V.)

Your company has presumably been firing from

the cover of the hedge and bank which surrounds

the farm-yard at the enemy on " B " and " C," but

as you can move about freely behind the cover you

will have already made arrangements for the coming

advance to reinforce the firing line.

You may have settled to take the right half-com-

pany forward yourself first, leaving the other half-

company under the senior subaltern to follow

when you give them the signal to reinforce.

The right half-company will have to be warned

that they will be the first to advance, the first halt-

ing place will have to be pointed out to them, and

the formation and pace for the advance given. The

senior subaltern must be told of your intention,

must be told what to do during your advance, and

be warned to be on the look out for signal to rein-

force from you.

Your actual orders would probably be :
—

To the senior subaltern :
" The company is going

to reinforce the firing line. I am going to take the
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right half-company on first. Stay here and keep

up the fire until I give you the signal to reinforce."

To the right half-company :
" Cease fire. Pass

the word along that the right half-company is going

to reinforce the firing line. Our first halt will be at

the hedge in front. We will advance extended as

we are, and at the double."

Meanwhile the company pack animal with its two

boxes of ammunition has doubtless been brought by

the colour-sergeant in charge down to the farm-

yard, and he has been busy, in view of the advance

to reinforce, seeing that all the men are plentifully

supplied with ammunition.

You wait a moment after giving your order to

cease fire for the ammunition carriers to throw a

last supply of ammunition to the men of the right

half-company, then you blow your whistle, and

giving the the signal to advance, you lead your men
through the hedge and forward to the first halting

place.

During the advance of the reinforcing half-com-

pany it would not be possible for it to open fire at

the various halting places without endangering the

firing line in front; all its energies should be ex-

pended in getting up to its comrades in front as

quickly and with as little loss as possible.

The advance would be made by successive rushes,

you yourself leading each rush, and giving the

signal to halt and he down at reasonable intervals.

Finally, before making your last rush, you would
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signal back to the left half-company to follow.

They, in their turn, would load up with as much
ammunition as they could carry, and so would

ensure that the firing Une had a plentiful supply of

ammunition brought up to it.
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The companies in the firing line are now making a desperate

effort to gain that superiority of fire which will enable them

to assault Hill " A." You are in command of the left section

of the company which was the first to make the attack, and

have not been reinforced, as all the reinforcements filled up

gaps in the firing line away to your right.

You see that your men are running short of ammunition. What
do you do, and how do you expect fresh supplies will be

brought up? (Plate V.)

A moment ago we considered the supplying of the

reinforcing lines with ammunition ; now we turn to

the case of the supply to a section in the firing line.

Your own pack animal was doubtless left behind

at the farm when you advanced to the attack, and

possibly the intensity of the enemy's fire has not

permitted your ammunition carriers to bring any

forward to you.

In any case you are running short just at a time

when you need every round you can get, for the

moment has come when one side or the other must

attain superiority of fire.

So you send a message down the line to the

nearest officer telling him of your shortage. It is

quite possible that your ammunition carriers took

the opportunity of advancing with the reinforcing

lines, and some packets may be thrown from hand

to hand down the line to you. But in the mean-

while you should see that all ammunition is col-

lected from the dead and wounded in your vicinity

and distributed amongst your section.
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It is, of course, no more possible for you to send

a man back to the farm for a fresh supply than it

was for the carriers to come from the farm to you,

and the very fact that they did not arrive should

show you the impracticability of doing so. At
close range to the enemy it is often only possible

to obtain a fresh supply of ammunition down the

line, or from the reinforcements.
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The firing line, reinforced by another Company from the Batta-

lion, and now three companies strong, has made a successful

assault, and after a few minutes hand-to-hand fighting has

driven the enemy oflf Hill " A."

You are a subaltern of one of the companies, and find yourself in

the midst of an excited crowd of men of all three companies.

There are in addition a considerable number of wounded and
a few prisoners close to you.

What do you do? (Plates V. and VI.)

During the attack an officer, both for his own
sake and for the sake of the men he is leading,

should be as inconspicuous as possible; after the

assault it is his first duty to be seen and heard.

In this case the enemy, who by this time have

realised that the Three Tree Hill position is unten-

able, will doubtless be streaming to the rear off all

three hills.

Your first duty is to organise a unit out of the

crowd round you quite regardless of the companies

to which the men really belong. Divide your men
into new sections, and definitely allot new section

commanders to command them out of the non-com-

missioned officers and old soldiers available.

Then get the new firing line into position, and by

giving fire orders get the new unit into ordinary

normal working order again.

If time and circumstances permit, an attempt

should then be made to collect and redistribute all

ammunition available ; after w^hich you would make
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an effort to get some idea of the number of men
under your command, so as to be ready to report the

strength of your unit and hand it over in working

order to any senior officer who comes along.

Prisoners should be collected and disarmed, and

put under the charge of some of the slightly

wounded of your own men ; when you can see where

all the prisoners taken by the battaHon are being

collected you can send them there under escort.

As a general rule orders would reach you from

some senior officer as to the measures to be adopted

for the pursuit and observation of the enemy, and

with regard to these points you would only need

to take the elementary precaution that a watch

was kept against a counter attack on the part of

the enemy, and to see that your men took advan-

tage of what cover there was on the crest of the

position; but the entrenching of the position

should be carried out at once without waiting for

orders.

In this particular case you might, by rapidly

forming a new firing line, succeed in catching some

of the enemy in their attempt to cross the river

Tarn, and since it is unlikely that the river is ford-

able except at certain points, you might be able to

inflict great loss on him as he makes the crossing in

disorder.

A glance at Plate VI. will show at once the possi-

bility and importance of this.

Until fighting is over, combatant officers must
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take no steps for the relief of the wounded. This

task falls to the regimental stretcher bearers and to

the members of the R.A.M.C, who should be left

to carry out their allotted part unhindered.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE DEFENCE OF THE SADDLE BACK.

After the assault on Three Hill Ridge the enemy's artillery open

a furious fire upon it, to which your artillery reply. This

and the movement of large bodies of the enemy on North
Ridge convince the Battalion Commander that the enemy are

in force, and that a further advance on his part is impos-

sible.

He therefore decides to defend Three Hill Ridge, and sends you

with your company from The Farm to occupy the Saddle

Back.

How do you move your company there, and what measures do

you take for its defence when you arrive.'' (Plate VII.)

As you have no knowledge of the country or the

enemy's movements on the left of the road, you will,

before you move off, send a couple of scouts to climb

'the Saddle Back and ascertain if any of the enemy

are in the neighbourhood. They should be able to

do this, and also to find out the best place for the

company to take up on the ridge before you arrive.

Meanwhile you will be moving your company in

artillery formation under cover of the ridge towards

the Saddle Back. You are in no danger from rifle

fire, and but for the chance of an odd shrapnel you

are not likely to be worried by the enemy's artil-

lery, who should have no idea that your movement

was taking place. It is as well, however, to be pre-

c
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pared, and to march to a flank in lines of sections

at 200 yards interval and 50 yards distance is just

as easy and speedy as any other formation.

You adopt this formation until you are level with

the Saddle Back, and then, wheeling each section

to the right, you reach the base of the hill still in a

formation suited to all eventualities.

There you halt your company, and make your

way to the top, led by the scout, who will show you

where the best position is for the firing line.

A great many hills in rolling downland country

are convex, and it is more than probable that you

will find that you will have to advance some distance

down the front slope before you get a sufiiciently

good view of the river Tarn and the opposing slopes.

If so, you will have to move your men most care-

fully into position by creeping round the flanks;

moreover, all work done with the entrenching tool

must be done lying down so as to try to escape the

notice of the enemy's artillery. During the work a

couple of men should be told off to keep a look-out.

Meanwhile you and the best judges of distance in

your company will be busy taking ranges of the

bridge, several points on the river, and the wood on

Devil's Hill. These will be given to the section and

squad commanders, who should make a rough range

chart from them for future use. As the battalion

commander is obviously intending to make a pro-

tracted resistance on the position, supplies of water,

food, and ammunition will probably be brought to
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(•you, especially as the position is one in which free

movement is possible behind the line of defence.

From the look of the river Tarn you cannot tell

whether it is fordable everywhere or not, and as this

piece of information will be of the utmost value to

you later on when the enemy advances to the at-

tack, you will probably send your two scouts for-

ward to find out where are the mo^t likely crossing

places. At the same time you would tell them to

find out how much dead ground there is between

you and the Tarn.

02
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Some time after your Scouts' return your Battalion Commander
comes to you and says he is not easy in his mind about his

left flank.

He thinks the enemy may be massing behind Devil's Wood for

an attack on his left, and he tells you to get information on

this point.

In consequence you send for your junior subaltern and tell him

to take what men he wants as a patrol to Devil's Wood to

clear up the point.

As subaltern, what do you do? (Plate VII.)

Working in a wood of such extent as Devil's

Wood requires a fairly large patrol, for it is usual

under such circumstances to work in separate

parties and in pairs. Besides, speed is essential,

and as a couple of the enemy's scouts in the wood

might prevent a small patrol getting any infor-

mation at all, you therefore decide to take a

sergeant and ten men with you.

You then send for one of the scouts, and find out

from him the positions of the fords over the Tarn.

" There is a ford about half a mile to your left," he

says.

Now a glance at the map and landscape will show

you that the further you go to the left the more will

Devil's Wood interpose between you and North

Eidge. In addition, by creeping round the lower

elopes of the Saddle Back you mil not be so con-

spicuous or so likely to give away the fact that the

hill is part of the defensive position as you would if
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you crossed over the crest and made straightway

down the forward slope.

Two men will be sent ahead about 150 yards as

scouts, and when once you have to cross the ridge

and make for the ford the movement should be

made by each man singly at the double.

At the ford the scouts might wait for the patrol,

knd it might be explained that in case of fighting

or a rapid retirement the whole patrol should meet

again at the ford. Then, having made up your

mind how to work through the wood, the scouts will

go ahead again, followed by two groups, the ser-

geant and three men, and yourself and three men.

One man is left behind at the ford, and one at the

rear edge of the wood.

The parties are to try to communicate with each

other by any cross tracks, but failing that the man
left at the edge of the wood is a connecting link

between the two parties. From the map the wood

is no great width, though it stretches for some

distance along the slope of the ridge, and both

parties would probably try to get through to the far

edge, where the view of the country would settle at

once whether the enemy was massing there or not.

As soon as any party had got the required in-

formation it would communicate with the other by

a cross track or by the man at the edge of the wood,

and the whole patrol would at once withdraw by

the way they came.
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Some considerable time elapses, during which you see the enemy
advancing down Northern Ridge and disappearing into the
hollow behind Middle Ridge.

Then a couple of the enemy's scouts come out of Devil's Wood
and run down to the hedge between it and the road.

What do you do?

Later a company of the enemy advances out of the wood in squads
in close order, evidently under the impression that Saddle
Back is not held.

What orders do you give? (Plate VII.)

Before taking into account the special circum-

stances of the case, let us just run over the general

principles involved. Devil's Wood is 1,200 yards,

and Devil's Bridge 600 yards from you. At 1,200

yards you would perhaps hardly feel justified in

opening fire unless a good target shows itself ; to do

so would only give away the fact that you were

•holding the Saddle Back, while probably the

damage done to the enemy would be small.

On the contrary, it might be argued that the

sooner fire is opened the longer will you prevent the

enemy from getting into the dead ground at the

foot of the hill, which will certainly be his objective

as soon as he knows that the Saddle Back is in your

hands. Moreover, you are on the defensive, and

the question of ammunition supply is not likely to

worry you.

Let us now look at the special circumstances, and

see what may happen in either case.
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Two scouts will only make a poor target for a

very short while as they run down from the wood

to the hedge ; they are not likely to be hit at over

1,000 yards at the pace they will be moving ; at the

first shot they will have got a good deal of the in-

formation that they want. One will double back to

the wood, and even if he does not escape the firing

will have warned the company behind, and its com-

mander will probably come forward himself to see

what is happening. The other will work down the

hedge to the river and try to find the fords.

Even supposing both scouts were killed, you have

also warned the waiting company, and though they

will not get news of the fords, that is a matter which

can well wait until they get down to the cover by

the river side.

In the case where you do not fire at the scouts, it

is quite likely that the enemy will come on some-

what carelessly as in the second part of the question,

thinking that they have only to fear from artillery.

Then you have the target for which you have been

waiting, and your orders might be :
" At the enemy

coming out of the wood, at 1,100, by squads; four

rounds, rapid fire."
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Atter a severe struggle the enemy has succeeded in crossing the
river and in collecting two companies in the dead ground
" K " just south of Devil's Bridge.

Your Battalion Commander has launched two companies from
the reserve straight down the road to Devil's Bridge as a
counter attack.

At the same time you notice more of the enemy appear over
Middle Ridge and line the hedge "L—M" on the east of

the road. Others begin to advance out of Devil's Wood to-

wards the bridge and the river.

What target do yoti choose, and v\hat orders do you give.? (Plates
VII. and VIII.)

At first sight it looks as if the firing line at the

hedge should be your first objective. This firing

line is behind some cover ; it is directly opposite the

line of advance of the counter attack, and it has

obviously been pushed forward to check the latter.

But really it suffers from several distinct dis-

advantages. It is not on sufficiently high ground

to be able to fire long at the advancing counter

attack for fear of hitting its own men in the dead

ground. It is also certainly imder the fire of your

own artillery as well as infantry fire from " A,"

which fire will be oblique, and therefore all the more

effective.

The commander at " A " is not likely to have

chosen any other target, for however tempting the

lines of advancing enemy coming down the slopes

of Devil's Hill may be, he could hardly fire at them

over the heads of the counter attack, even if the

range were not of itself prohibitive.
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The enemy at " L—M " can therefore only fire at

the counter attack for a short time, and during

that time will themselves be suffering from a search-

ing oblique fire from " A." The effect of their fire

is not nearly so likely to check the advance of the

counter attack as is the reinforcement of the two

companies of the enemy in the dead ground at " K."

You will therefore probably give orders for rapid

fire to be opened on the troops descending the slope

from Devil's Wood, hoping thereby to prevent them

from reaching the river, or at least to so hinder them

that their arrival can have no effect on the counter

attack.

Let us for a moment foresee what will happen

after the counter attack has been made.

If it is successful the enemy will soon be stream-

ing up hill again towards the w^ood, and without a

change of target you will be able to inflict a heavy

loss upon them. If it fails or is only partially suc-

cessful you may soon expect your position to be

assaulted—in fact, just as soon as the counter at-

tack has withdrawn and the enemy has been able to

get his men into order for the assault.
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CHAPTER V.

THE RETREAT.

The counter attack was only partially successful, and after it

had withdrawn with considerable loss, your Battalion Com-
mander decided to retire and withdrew the two companies

that had formed the counter attack and three others out of

the defence.

Three companies—holding the Saddle Back, Hill " A " and Hill

" C " were left to cover the retirement.

You are in command of the company on Hill " A "
; how do you

effect your retirement when the time comes? (Plate V.)

Before we consider the question of the retire-

ment of your company, let us see how the battle has

been going all along the front.

We have seen that on the left the enemy had suc-

ceeded in reaching dead ground in front of the

Saddle Back, and though the counter attack was

.partially successful it is likely that at any moment

they may press home the attack on the hill.

Along the front of Three Hill Ridge the attack

has been more of a holding character. The absence

of dead ground at the foot of Three Hill Ridge, and

the few fords have combined there to make tTie task

of the defenders a more easy one than on the left.

The enemy have certainly reached the cover of

the river bank, but he is obviously waiting for some-
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thing before he makes any further progress; that

something being the success of his troops on the

right.

Under the circumstances it is quite possible that

by taking care to withdraw your men out of the

firing line without giving the enemy a chance of

seeing the movement you may be able to get a long

start in your retirement before he discovers what

you are doing.

It is a long way back to Ralston Ridge, and there

is a temptation to stop at the farm on the way ; this

temptation must be fought against, for troops at

the farm are not in a position to help by fire the

retirement of others from the ridge, and to be

caught anywhere on the open ground between

Three Hill Ridge and Ralston Ridge by the oncom-

ing enemy is a thing to be avoided at all costs.

Remembering, too, that in a retirement it is the

flanks that are generally hardest pressed, you may
decide to retire the majority of your men in one

movement to Ralston Rid^e.

You will therefore move along behind your com-

pany, and will w^am section commanders of the

coming retirement. Each section is to withdraw

the majority of its men by creeping backwards off

the crest, leaving a few of the most active to cover

the retirement. A point on Ralston Ridge is given

for each section to make for, and under cover of the

rapid fire of the few left the sections retire at the

double. Section commanders would keep their
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men together unless they saw that the rear party

was driven off the ridge, when they would extend

to avoid being caught in the hollow in a vulnerable

formation.

Immediately the shelter of Ralston Ridge had

been reached, a man should be sent from each

section to get into touch with the battalion, while

the remainder formed a firing line, and are given

the necessary fire orders to be able to open fire on

the enemy as soon as he pushes the rear party off

the ridge and shows himself in pursuit.

You yourself would probably stay with the rear

party, and as soon as you saw that the retiring

sections had gained the shelter of Ralston Ridge

you would give the order to retire.

Nor must you stand upon the order of your going

;

scattering as you run, you must all make for Ralston

Ridge at the best pace you can, for there is no

longer any chance of bluffing the enemy.

The rapid fire of the few may have prevented him

from guessing that the majority of the company

had retired, but the complete cessation of fire must

give the secret away. So on his side there will be a

dash for the fords and a race up the slope to find

that " the bird has flowm," and that the crest of

Three Hill Ridge is swept by the fire of the retired

sections amongst the trees on Ralston Ridge.



PART II.

THE SAME FIGHT FROM THE ENEMY'S
POINT OF VIEW.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE ATTACK ON THEEE HILL RIDGE.

Your battalion has arrived behind North Ridge. Your advanced
troops have already been driven off Three Hill Ridge with

some loss, and are now holding Middle Ridge. The brigadier

decides to attack Three Hill Ridge.

Your company is one of the companies of the battalion which are

to form the firing line, and is drawn up behind Triangle

Wood.

You have been given Hill " C " as your objective, and your com-
pany will be left company in the attack.

What use do you make of your scouts in the coming advance?
(Plate VI.)

As your troops are already out in front on Middle

Ridge, your scouts would act chiefly as ground

scouts. They would first work through Triangle

Wood, and would tell you the best way of advance

through it, the nature of the boundary, and the

general view from the far end.

It is just possible that you might go with them

yourself as far as the front edge of the wood; in

this case you would point out to them from there

the objective, your frontage, and the exact infor-

mation you required.

This would deal with your advance to the woods

round the large ploughed field, which might well be

your next step.
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In all probability you will advance out of the

wood in lines of sections in fours; if so, one scout

would attach himself to each section. He would

point out convenient gaps in the hedges, and would

warn the section in good time of any obstacles in

their path.

The possibility of your wanting to extend before

leaving the cover of the woods by the ploughed field

would occur to a well-trained scout, and he would

give you timely notice of whether the undergrowth

would allow such extension to be made, so that you

might issue orders before entering the wood.

When once the dead ground behind Middle

Eidge was reached, all scouts would go foi^^ard

and would choose the best places on Middle Ridge

for the sections, taking care not to show themselves

over the crest. They would study ranges, and the

positions of the enemy's trenches, so that there

would be no delay in opening fire as soon as the

company comes up.
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Describe in detail all the formations used on your advance from
North Ridge to Middle Ridge. (Plates V.,' VI. and IX.)

For at least a considerable part of the advance

you have only to fear from artillery fire, and until

you leave the cover of the woods round the ploughed

field you will settle your formations without refer-

ence to infantry fire from Three Hill Eidge.

It is quite possible that a section of the enemy's

battery has been told oft to watch the front edge

of Triangle Wood, so that it behoves you to issue

from there in as invulnerable an artillery formation

as possible.

Squads or sections in fours at intervals of 50

yards and 250 yards distance should meet the case,

and probably doubling out of the wood and a few

hundred yards down the slope may be an addi-

tional safeguard.

Sections should not be on a level frontage, but

one some distance behind the other. Thus at any

moment when the leading section was, say, 3,000

yards from the enemy's artiller}^ the other sections

might be 3,100, 3,250, and 3,350 yards away. This,

and the fact that the sections would be always

moving should make it very difficult for the enemy's

guns to inflict much loss.

If the nature of the woods round the ploughed

field allow you to move your men through them in

D
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extended order you may well extend behind the

wood ; otherwise each section or squad must be led

in file by its commander to about 20 yards short of

the front edge and extended there, moving out as

before at the double, as the front edge of the wood

is pretty certain to be a key range and accurately

known.

Once in the dead ground you might form your

sections or squads again into close order if you

thought there was a danger of the ground being

swept by howitzers; or you might continue in ex-

tended order if there was danger from the unaimed

fire of the enemy.

At any rate, you would be in extended order close

behind the ridge, and squad leaders would lead

their men up to within a few yards of the positions

pointed out to them by the scouts. Then they

would give the order to lie down and creep up to

the crest or till they could see the enemy's position.

All through the movement the supports would con-

form to the movements of the front line, and no fire

would be opened until Middle Ridge had been

reached.
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Somewhat later four companies are directed to Devil's Wood.
Two companies advance through the wood, one towards the

bridge, the other straight towards the river.

The company advancing towards the bridge is caught in close

formation, and checked at the hedge by heavy fire from the

Saddle Back and a machine gun on Hill "A."

Your company is in support at the edge of Devil's Wood. What
do you doP (Plate VII.)

It would obviously be foolish to move out into the

open, where your fire could not be nearly so effective

as from the edge of the wood. The question to be

settled is whether you can best support the com-

pany at the hedge by trying to put the machine gun

out of action, or by bringing a heavy fire to bear on

the defenders of the Saddle Back.

It is quite possible that the machine gun has had

to come forward on to the front slope of the hill

" A " to get a good view and field of fire ; if so, by

concentrating the fire of your company upon it you

may succeed in quickly putting it out of action.

If, however, you cannot locate the machine gun,

you can only open rapid fire on the Saddle Back

until the company at the hedge has extricated itself

from its dangerous position.

In any case it would be as well to send a verbal

message by a man who has seen how things are

going to your Commanding Officer, as he may quite

well be unaware of the difficulties under which the

company at the hedge is placed.

E
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The two companies which advanced to the river have now made
good their advance to some dead ground just below the
Saddle Back. You are a subaltern of one of these companies,
and find yourself the senior oflBcer present.

The companies are in considerable disorder and confusion. "What
do you do? (Plates VII. and VIII.)

To get some order amongst the companies, and to

arrange some plan for the assault must be your first

care. With a couple of scouts out to give you timely

warning of counter attack—which may be expected

at any moment—the companies should be fallen in

as rapidly as possible, and some arrangement come

to with the subaltern of the other company.

Quite likely you will lead up the hill with one

company, while he will support you with the other,

and this will make you realise—perhaps for the first

time—that you do not quite know where the

enemy's trenches are.

So a short personal reconnaissance will be neces-

sary before you fix bayonets and start the assault.
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You are just about to start the assault when one of your scouts

tella you that two companies of the enemy are advancing
rapidly down the road towards Devil's Bridge. What do you
do?

This is the counter attack that you have been

half expecting all along, and of which—thanks to

your scout—you now have timely warning.

There is a stone wall running down the face of

the Saddle Back some 100 yards to your left flank.

A short order to your men, " Line that wall, ex-

tend as you go," should be sufficient to put you in

as good a position as you can expect to get before

the counter attack is on you. Of course, you will

not be expected to repel it unaided ; every rifle and

gun in the vicinity will be directed upon it, and wdth

the advantage of some cover and of not being

caught in close order in the open, you should stand

a good chance of driving it back with considerable

loss.

E 2
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CHAPTER VII.

QUARTERS IN RALSTON VILLAGE.

After the capture of Three Hill Ridge your battalion is ordered

to bivouac in the neighbourhood of the Farm, with two of its

companies in quarters in Ralston Village, so as to be in

instant readiness to support the outposts on the Ralston

—

Dunmayne Road.

As subaltern of one of these companies you find that a row of

cottages at the west end of Ralston Village has been allotted

to your half-company, your other half-company being in a

farm-house and outbuildings some few hundred yards away.

What are your duties? (Plate IV.)

As a general rule troops go into quarters for the

better rest obtained there than in bivouac. Here,

however, the placing of two companies in quarters

at Ralston is only a tactical move to provide instant

support to the outpost company on Dunmayne Hill.

Had the village of Ralston been anywhere else

but so convenient to the outpost hne it is quite

probable that your brigadier would have bivouacked

his whole force near the farm.

The keynote of the whole business is good rest,

coupled with a state of instant readiness.

The subaltern's first duty is to find out what is to

be done in case of attack, where the troops are to

assemble, and what is the alarm signal.
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A state of instant readiness demands that lights

should be kept burning in all the cottages, that all

doors should be left open, that the men remove

their packs only, and lie down in all the rest of their

kit with their arms handy. Finally, he would dis-

cover the whereabouts of headquarters of the two

companies, and the hospital. All these points

should be impressed on the men before starting to

divide them up amongst the various cottages.

Then as to acconmiodation. A hurried survey

of the cottages—nearly all of which would be alike

and of the same capacity—would have to be made.

As much of the house as possible must be left to

the inhabitants; in general, the downstairs room

and the kitchen would be taken over by the troops.

A sentry over each cottage might be necessary, or

possibly a couple over the whole row might be

sufficient.

As the inhabitants are presumably friendly, food

might be obtained both at night and before moving

off in the morning, if no other arrangements had

been made for the men's dinners.

Precautions should be made in case of fire, and

some provision made for latrines—though the

ordinary cottage accommodation may prove

adequate in this case. The subaltern would then

report all right to his captain, and except for a

few visits to his sentries would then be free to get

some rest himself.
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CHAPTER VIII.

OUTPOSTS AT DEVIL'S BRIDGE.

Your brigadier has no information about the result of the fighting

at Wells ; he is therefore obliged to post outposts both north

and south, and after Three Hill Ridge has fallen into his

hands he orders two companies to provide outposts to the

north.

Your company has allotted to it the line of the river Tarn for

1,000 yards on each side of Devil's Bridge, and under cover

of a party, who go forward to the crest, your captain marches

the company part of the way to the bridge.

Then he halts the company, and says to you, " Y'our half-company

will form the picket at the bridge ; I shall be here with the

other half-company as support. There is another company on

your right. The sun sets at 8 o'clock, so you have an hour

and a half of daylight left."

What do you do? (Plates VII. and VIII.)

Your information is of necessity scanty; your

captain knows no more than you do of the enemy,

and except for the information he has already given

you—that the river line is the line of resistance,

and that he will support you if necessary—there is

nothing he can add.

You will march yorur men down to the bridge, and

will proceed without waste of time to carry out the

following duties :
—
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(1) Post and give orders to your sentry group.

(2) Tell off your picket.

(3) Improve the defences of your picket.

(4) Get into communication with the company

on your right.

(5) Arrange your patrols and give them their

orders.

Let us take these duties in turn.

Sentry Group.

Leaving your senior sergeant to get the tools

unpacked from off the company tool cart, you will

personally post your sentry group. You will

possibly put it on the road just this side of the crest

of Middle Eidge, and your orders to it might be

something after this style :
—

" Corporal ' A/ you and these six men will form

No. 1 sentry group of No. 1 picket of No. 2 outpost

company. This road leads to Wells, where there

has been some fighting to-day between ourselves

and some detached companies of the enemy. I wQl

let you know later the position of the other com-

pany's picket on your right. I am putting you here

so that you will be able to see the crest of the hill

on the skyline, while you yourselves will be con-

cealed.

" You vnll look to the road, and viall allow no one

to pass through the outposts, and will send anyone

attempting to do so to me at the picket.
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" Your line of retreat is down the hedge to your

left, and thence across the ford to the picket."

Telling Off Your Picket.

You will form your men up three deep, with the

non-commissioned officers in a fourth rank behind.

Then give the following orders :

—
" Three right-

hand files. Right turn—Quick march—Halt !

"

Corporal " B," the leading file is your recon-

noitring patrol ; Corporals " C " and ' D," the others

are your reliefs of Corporal " B's " patrol.

" Next file, Right turn—Quick march—Halt!
"

You are the sentry over the picket and his reliefs

;

the first sentry will take up duty at once.

" Next file. Right turn—Quick march—Halt!
"

You are orderlies to me; the first orderly will

attach himself to me at once.

Sergeants " E " and " F," you will share with me
the command of the picket ; each of you will be on

duty half the night.

Each of the groups should be shown where they

will actually lie down at night, arrangements being

made for each group and its reliefs lying down

together so that no noise or fuss may be necessary

when the groups are relieved during the night.

Improving the Defences.

Trenches should now be dug, and in this case

they would probably have to be on the north side of
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the river, as otherwise the bushes would prevent

effective fire being brought on the ground about the

bridge head. Moreover, if the bushes were left in

front of you they would form a good place for the

enemy to collect in before rushing your picket.

It is quite possible that the captain may send the

supporting half-company to help to dig the trenches,

as they must be large enough to contain the whole

company when the picket has been supported in

case of need.

Trenches will be actually marked out, and the

men set to work. Some provision must also be

made for latrines, and for marking the ford over

which the sentry group is to retire.

As you have already been over the ground once

that day, it will not be necessary for you to send out

a patrol at present, or to go ahead yourself to view

the country; but your attached orderly should be

sent to the company on your right to tell them what

you are doing, and to get the position of their picket

and sentries.

Patrols.

It is difficult to strike a happy mean between too

little and too much patrolling.

There can hardly ever arise a case when patrolling

is altogether unnecessary, for however well sentry

groups may be placed so that the enemy cannot

approach to surprise the picket, yet of necessity
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these sentry groups must be close to the picket, and

can only give but short warning.

In close country it may be that all movement

—

except that of individual scouts—must be confined

to the roads ; but in country as open as this, move-

ment of quite large bodies of troops across the fields

would not be by any means impossible, especially

if the enemy knew the country or had been given

time for complete reconnaissance.

The river Tarn forms a fine natural barrier, and

by patrolling its banks at frequent intervals it

should be impossible for any considerable number

of the enemy to cross a ford without being seen or

heard.

You would possibly send out your patrols as fol-

lows:

—

(1) 9.30 p.m. Corporal "B" and three men

along the road to Wells, with orders to go

as far as North Ridge.

(2) 9.30 p.m. Corporal "C" and three men

along the river Tarn, and then to get into

communication with the patrol or picket

of the company on your right.

(3) 11 p.m. Corporal "D" and three men

along the river Tarn to your left.

(4) 11.30 p.m. No. 1 patrol would go out

again.

(5) 12 midnight. No. 2 patrol would go out

ae;ain.
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(6) 2 a.m. All patrols would go out, it being

now near dawn ; the picket would stand

to arms until they all returned.

Your orders to No. 2 patrol might be as fol-

lows :
—

" Corporal ' C,' your patrol is to follow the river

Tarn for about a mile, and is then to strike across

country to get into touch with a patrol or the picket

on the road through the farm-house belonging to the

company on our right.

" You will probably be out for an hour and a half.

The idea of your patrol is to prevent the enemy's

scouts getting through the outpost line by means

of the fords ;
you are also to exchange information

with the next outpost company.
" There will be another of our patrols out on the

Wells road. If you find anyone make him a pri-

soner and bring him in at once."
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At 2.4o a.m., when one of your patrols is out along the Wella
Road, you hear four shots in their direction.

"What do you do ?

The shots may have been fired by your patrol,

your sentry group, or by the enemy.

After a day's fighting attacks of nerves are by no

means uncommon, especially amongst young sol-

diers, who are not inured by long practice to sentry

or patrol duty, and cases have occurred of a few

men firing off 1,000 rounds of ammunition at

nothing at all.

Yet as you cannot afford to go on in ignorance of

what is happening, you will at once send out a fresh

patrol with orders to proceed cautiously along the

Wells road and ascertain, if possible, the cause of

the firing.

You would not without further cause for alarm

either rouse your picket or send a message to your

supports—such a message could tell your captain

nothing, save what he knows already—that four

shots have been fired out to your front.
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At 3 a.m., ten minutes after sending out the fresh patrol, it re-

turns with Corporal " B," who is wounded.

He tells you that just below the wood on North Ridge his leading

man was captured, and two of his patrol were shot.

As he is speaking, firing breaks out in the direction of the farm

behind Three Hill Ridge, and then suddenly ceases again.

What do you do ?

It is dawn, and your picket would naturally

be standing to arms. Had they not been doing so

you are so obviously in touch with the enemy all

along the front that you would rouse your picket,

and send a message back to your support, telling

your captain that one of your patrols had been

practically wiped out.

You will probably get news from the picket on

your right very shortly, and the situation may

develop in many ways. Perhaps the enemy were

unaware of your presence, and their patrols may

only have been sent out with a view to an early

advance on their part ; in this case it is quite likely

that now he knows where you are he will try to

advance by some other route.

It may be that he has been watching your patrols

for some time without knowing what force you

were ; in that case the captured man will give him

the required information.

Or he may be coming on to attack you at dawn,

though this is hardly likely, as in this case he would

have avoided giving you timely notice.
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Whatever turn events take your sentry group is

on the alert, and you should get due warning of any

movement on the part of the enemy.

As soon as the situation clears up one way or

another, you will send back news to your captain

with the supports, and warn him either that the

enemy is coming on to the attack, or that it was an

affair of the patrols, as the case may be.
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